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Attribute-based encryption (ABE) is recommended by the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) 
as one of the possible cryptographic tools for access control in big data applications. 
In ABE, the shared file can be encrypted with the specific policy only once, and it can 
be decrypted by any receiver whose attributes are satisfied. When ABE is deployed in 
some open network scenarios, it is inevitably attacked by side channel attacks, because 
the big data are coming from diverse end-points. In this paper, we propose leakage 
resilient CP-ABE and KP-ABE schemes in the improved auxiliary input model, which allows 
the attacker query more leakage information regarding the encryption randomness after 
seeing the challenge ciphertext. Moreover, we construct an improved strong extractor from 
the modified Goldreich–Levin theorem for the security proof and prove that our scheme 
security relies on the Wang et al. construction.

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Confidentiality, integrity, and access control are the most important issues for the security and privacy of open networks, 
such as wireless sensor networks, cloud computing, and fog/edge computing [1–6]. For access control, there are two fun-
damentally different approaches for controlling data visibility to different entities. The first one is controlling data visibility 
by limiting access to the underlying operating systems, while the second one is encrypting the data using cryptography. 
Compared with the first approach, the second exposes a smaller, more well-defined attack surface. In order to access the 
sensitive information securely, many end users in big data applications utilize X.509 certificates for identification and cryp-
tographic session establishment. However, it requires too much time and processing to periodically update cryptographic 
keys. Thus, the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) recommended identity-based encryption (IBE) or attribute-based encryption 
(ABE) [8–10] for access control in big data security [7]. Compared with IBE, ABE may be a better choice for access control, 
because it does not need prior knowledge of the number of recipients, their identities, or certificates. It allows the data 
owner to define their own access policy on the data, such that only authorized receivers, whose attributes satisfy the policy, 
can decrypt the ciphertexts. Sahai et al. [22] proposed the concept of attribute-based encryption (ABE) in 2005. There are 
two kinds of ABE systems: The first is ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE), where ciphertexts are encrypted with access policies, 
and keys are extracted from attributes; second is key-policy ABE (KP-ABE), where keys and ciphertexts are just the reverse.
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Fig. 1. Secret key and encryption randomness leakage.

Big data are obtained from diverse terminators and contain more personal sensitive data, such as geographical infor-
mation [11], forensic data [12], and healthcare data [13]. Thus, it is becoming increasingly important to tether the data at 
the source. Much legislation, like the Personal Information Protection Act (China) and Data Protection Act (UK) can only 
provide help after the sensitive data is compromised. However, at this point, the damage has been done. If X.509-based 
encryption or IBE are deployed in big data applications, then they require that each file should be encrypted by a receiver 
public key or ID. If the file will be sent to several receivers, then it should be encrypted several times. However, CP-ABE 
only requires the shared file to be encrypted with the specific policy once, and can be decrypted by every receiver whose 
attributes are satisfied. Thus, CP-ABE saves significant encryption computational cost, and can deal with a large amount and 
quantity of data. If the ABE scheme is deployed in these big data applications, such as cloud storage forensics [14,17–21], 
it can perfectly protect the personal data. For example, in data exfiltration from the Internet of things (IoT) devices [15,16], 
the IoT device is labeled by (Serial number, MAC address, IP address), while each person in this system is labeled by (Name, 
Sex, Identity number, IP address). We can set a policy using ABE that only the person whose name is “Mike” or the device 
whose serial number is “123-45678” can gain access to the data. Chang et al. [38] proposed a multilayered approach for the 
security of cloud computing adoption framework (CCAF), which consisted of three items. ABE may be very suitable for CCAF 
due to its access control property.

One of the important issues in ABE is achieving a more expressive access policy. The Sahai [22] scheme specified the 
policy as threshold access policies with one threshold gate. Since that time, Lewko et al. [24] used monotone span programs 
(MSPs) as access policy, which proven secure in a standard model. However, the Lewko et al. schemes were very inefficient, 
because the length of ciphertexts and keys, and number of pairings in decryption are all polynomial in the size of MSPs. 
Some ABE systems later made use of a linear secret sharing scheme (LSSS), or used Boolean formulas as access policy. Waters 
[31] employed an LSSS scheme as the access policy to realize CP-ABE under noninteractive cryptographic assumptions. 
In [30], Goyal et al. proposed a mapping from a universal access tree to formulas, by which a bounded CP-ABE scheme was 
constructed. Recently, Zhang et al. [23] proposed a CP-ABE and KP-ABE, resilient to continual leakage by minimal sets.

Another important issue of ABE is avoiding the side-channel attacks, which allow attackers to learn partial information 
about the secret key by observing physical properties of a cryptographic execution, such as timing, power assumption, 
temperature, and radiation [25–29]. The concept of leakage resilient cryptography has been proposed, which has led to 
construction of many cryptographic primitives. Leakage resilience has been analyzed in many previous studies under a 
variety of leakage models. There are primarily three leakage models: 1) The bounded retrieval model [33–35], where the 
total number of bits leaked over the system lifetime is significantly less than the bit-length of the key. Here, it is hoped 
that the attack is detected and stopped before the whole secret is leaked; 2) The continual leakage model [36,37,23]. It is 
assumed that the leakage between consecutive updates is bounded in terms of a fraction of the secret key size, and the 
secret key should be continually refreshed. There is no leakage during the update process; 3) The auxiliary input model [39,
40,42,43], developed from the relative leakage model [25], which allows any non-invertible function f , that no probabilistic 
polynomial-time (PPT) attacker can compute the actual pre-image with a non-negligible probability. That is to say, although 
such a function theoretically reveals the entire secret key S K , it is still computationally infeasible to recover S K from f (S K ).

Obviously, the auxiliary input model is the strongest among these three models [40]. However, there is still a shortcoming 
in this model that only allows the leakage of a secret key and does not allow the attacker to query leakage information about 
the encryption randomness after seeing the challenge ciphertext. In practice, that is not true, and the encryption randomness 
r can also be leaked by poor implementation of a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) as in Fig. 1. Michaelis et al. found 
that there exists significant weakness of PRNG in some Java runtime libraries [41]. In big data applications, data are usually 
encrypted by the devices with constrained resources. Thus, the data encryption may use these weak pseudorandom numbers 
from Java runtime libraries as randomness. Some terminal devices are exposed in the open air, such as wireless sensors. The 
attacker can easily guess the randomness used in the encryption. If the attacker can obtain the entire randomness r, it can 
encrypt the two challenge messages M0 and M1, and compare them to the challenge ciphertext, thus, winning the security 
game. Although CSA suggested ABE as a possible cryptographic tool to enforce access control in big data applications, we 
should avoid the scenario that the attacker can identify the corresponding plaintext data by looking at the ciphertext. Thus, 
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we should not only protect the decryption secret key but also protect the encryption randomness in the auxiliary model. 
Yuen et al. [42] proposed a post-challenge auxiliary input model, which not only allows the attacker to make secret key 
leakage queries before seeing the challenge ciphertext, but also allows the attacker to make randomness leakage queries 
after seeing the challenge ciphertext. We call it the improved auxiliary input model.

The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we propose the first CP-ABE and KP-ABE schemes in the improved 
auxiliary input model. Compared with the auxiliary input model, the improved model considers not only the decryptor leak-
age (leakage of secret key), but also encryptor leakage (leakage of randomness). All the former leakage resilient ABE schemes 
[23,43] are only resilient to the decryptor leakage, and our construction is the first one that considers the leakage from two 
sides: encryptor and decryptor, which is much more suitable for big data applications, such that many terminal devices 
are resource constrained. Second, for the special structure of the secret key in the CP-ABE scheme with auxiliary input, we 
construct an improved strong extractor from the modified Goldreich–Levin theorem. Third, we compare the performance of 
our scheme with the other three leakage resilient CP-ABE schemes.

Organization. In Section 2, we introduce a strong extractor from the modified Goldreich–Levin theorem and access structure. 
In Section 3, we provide the definition and security model of ABE with improved auxiliary input. In Section 4, we devise 
a CP-ABE scheme with improved auxiliary input, and prove its security. In Section 5, we construct a KP-ABE scheme with 
improved auxiliary input, and provide the security proof. In Section 6, we conclude our paper.

2. Background

In this section, we first introduce the strong extractor from the modified Goldreich–Levin theorem. Second, we provide 
the definitions for the access structure and LSSS.

2.1. Strong extractor from modified Goldreich–Levin theorem

In [42], Yuen et al. proposed the definition of a strong extractor with auxiliary input as follows:

Definition 1 ((ε, μ)-strong extractor). Denote Ex as Ex : {0, 1}l1 × {0, 1}l2 → {0, 1}l3 . If for every PPT attacker A, and ∀(x, f ), 
such that x ∈ {0, 1}l2 and f is a PPT computable function f : {0, 1}|r′| → {0, 1}∗ , such that, given f (r′), no PPT algorithm can 
recover r′ greater than ε , we have:

|Pr[A(r, f (x), Ex(r, x)) = 1] − Pr[A(r, f (x), u) = 1]| ≤ μ.

(r and u are randomly chosen from {0, 1}l1 and {0, 1}l2 respectively.) Then, we say that Ex is a (ε, μ)-strong extractor with 
auxiliary input.

Moreover, in [42], Yuen et al. found that the modified Goldreich–Levin theorem can be used to construct the strong 
extractor. We review the theorem as follows:

Theorem 1 (Modified Goldreich–Levin theorem). Let q be a big prime, and let H be any subset of G F (q). Let f map from Hm̄ to {0, 1}∗
be any PPT computable function. Then, a vector s is uniformly randomly chosen from Hm̄, and we have y = f (s). Then, randomly 
selected vector r is from G F (q)m̄ , and u is randomly chosen from G F (q). If a PPT distinguisher A runs in time t, and there exists a 
probability ε , such that

|Pr[A(y, r,< r, s >) = 1] − Pr[A(y, r, u) = 1]| = ε,

then, there exists an inverter B that can compute s from y in time t′ = t · poly(m̄, |H |, 1/ε) with the probability

Pr[s ← Hm̄, y ← f (s) : B(y) = s] ≥ ε3

512 · m · q2
.

Yuen et al. showed that a strong extractor with auxiliary input can be constructed by using an inner product in the 
modified Goldreich–Levin theorem.

Theorem 2. Let x be randomly chosen from {0, 1}l , and r be randomly chosen from G F (q)l , where l = poly(λ) and λ is a security 
parameter. Then, randomly choose u from G F (q). Let f be a PPT computable function f : {0, 1}|r′| → {0, 1}∗ , such that, given f (r′), no 
PPT algorithm can recover r′ greater than ε . Then, given f , no PPT distinguisher A′ can distinguish (r, f (x), < r, x >) from (r, f (x), u)

with the probability ι ≥ (512lq2ε)1/3 .

An improved strong extractor is used in our construction, which is combined by m strong extractor from the modified 
Goldreich–Levin theorem. Lemma 1, regarding the improved strong extractor can be proven as follows:
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Lemma 1. Let λ be security parameter, and m be m = poly(λ), l be l = poly(λ). Let x1, · · · , xm be randomly chosen from {0, 1}l , 
and r1, · · · , rm be randomly chosen from G F (q)l . Then, randomly choose u1, · · · , um from G F (q). Let f be a PPT computable function 
f : {0, 1}|r′ | → {0, 1}∗ , such that, given f (r′), no PPT algorithm can recover r′ greater than ε . Then, given f , no PPT distinguisher A′
can distinguish (r1, · · · , rm, f (x1), · · · , f (xm), < r1, x1 >, · · · , < rm, rm >) from (r1, · · · , rm, f (x1), · · · , f (xm), u1, · · · , um) with the 
probability ι ≥ [(1 − (1 − ε)1/m)512lq2]1/3 .

Proof. In order to use the modified Goldreich–Levin theorem, we let H = {0, 1} ⊂ G F (q) and m̄ = l. Assuming that there 
exists an algorithm that can distinguish (r1, · · · , rm, f (x1), · · · , f (xm), < r1, x1 >, · · · , < rm, xm >) from (r1, · · · , rm, f (x1), · · · ,
f (xm), u1, · · · , um) in time t = poly(λ) with probability ι, then, there exists an inverter A, such that:

Pr[A( f (x1)) = x1 ∨ · · · ∨A( f (xm)) = xm] ≥ 1 − (1 − ι3

512lq2
)m,

if ι ≥ [(1 − (1 − ε)1/m)512lq2]1/3. It contradicts the non-invertible property of f . �
2.2. Access structure

The following definition is given by [32].

Definition 2 (Access structure). Let {S1, · · · , Sn} be a set of attributes. We call an authorized collection A ⊂ 2{S1,···,Sn} mono-
tone on the condition that ∀B, C , B ∈ A and B ⊆ C then C ∈ A. A monotone collection A is a monotone access structure, 
which is a non-empty set of subsets of {S1, · · · , Sn}. If the sets are not in A, then they are unauthorized sets.

The definition of LSSS can be seen in [32]. From the discussion in [32], each LSSS scheme Π for the access structure A
can be used to linear reconstruction. Let C ∈ A be any authorized set, and let I ⊂ {1, · · · , l} be defined as I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ C}. 
Then, there exist constants {ωi ∈ ZN}i∈I , such that, 

∑
i∈I ωiλi = μ, if {λi} are valid shares of any μ in Π . These {ωi} can be 

found in polynomial time.

3. ABE with improved auxiliary input

3.1. Definition

A CP-ABE scheme for a general monotone access structure A is composed of four PPT algorithms as follows:

1. Setup(1λ): The setup algorithm takes a security parameter λ as input, and outputs the master public/secret key pair 
(M P K , M S K ).

2. KeyGen(M S K , S): This algorithm takes an attribute set S and master secret key M S K as input, and outputs a secret key 
S KS .

3. Encrypt(M, A): The Encrypt algorithm takes a monotone access structure A and message M as input, and outputs a 
ciphertext C T .

4. Decrypt(C T , S K ): This algorithm takes a ciphertext C T for an access policy A and secret key S K for a set S as input, 
and outputs M if, and only if, the attribute set S satisfies A.

Let Π and M be the monotone attribute space and message space, respectively. ∀M ∈ M, ∀A ∈ 2Π and ∀S ∈ A, M ←
Decrypt(S K , Encrypt(M P K , M, A)), where (M P K , M S K ) ← Setup(1λ), S K ← KeyGen(M S K , S).

3.2. Security model

Given an attack model, a candidate cryptographic scheme is usually proven secure by a security game. It proves that if 
an attacker can compute certain scheme properties, then it can break a number of theoretical problems widely assumed 
to be hard. Alternatively, it can break the security of simple cryptographic primitives that are used as building blocks of 
the scheme. In this section, we provide the security model of CP-ABE for semantic security with improved auxiliary input 
(IAI-CP-ABE), which is similar to the classic CPA model and auxiliary input model, except that the attacker A can submit 
several randomness leakage queries later in the security game. Let Fs and F0 denote two PPT computable function families, 
where the set of functions asked in secret key leakage oracle is Fs , while the set of functions asked in randomness leakage 
oracle is F0. We define the security model by an indistinguishable game between a challenger, C, and an attacker, A. In 
order to record the queried and leaked keys, we set an empty list: R = 〈 j̄, S, S KS〉, where j̄ is a index handle.1

1 j̄ is used to index the attributes set and the secret key.
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Setup. The challenger, C, runs the Setup algorithm to generate M P K and M S K , and sends M P K to A.
Query 1. The attacker, A, can perform the following queries:

– Key extraction query(QE ): When A makes a key extraction query on an attribute set S, C first checks the 
list, R, for the tuple with the form 〈 j̄, S, S KS〉. If such tuple is not found, then j̄ is set to 1, and C answers 
S KS ← KeyGen(M S K , S). Then, C puts 〈 j̄, S, S KS〉 into the list Q. Otherwise, C returns S KS from the tuple 
〈 j̄, S, S KS〉, and sets j̄ = j̄ + 1.

– Key leakage query(QL): When A makes a key leakage query on an attribute set, S, with a function f ∈ Fs , 
C returns f (M S K , Q, M P K , S).

Challenge. A outputs two messages M0, M1 ∈ M and a monotone access structure A∗ , such that, ∀S does not satisfy A
∗ . 

C randomly chooses a bit b ∈ {0, 1}, and returns the cipher-text C T ∗ ← Encrypt(M P K , Mb, A∗), where the random-
ness used in encryption is r′ .

Query 2. – Key extraction query(QE ): A can make the key extraction queries like Query 1 except the queries on the at-
tribute sets which satisfy A

∗ .
– Randomness query(QR ): When A makes a randomness leakage query on r′ with a function f ′ ∈ F0, C returns 

f ′(r′).
Response. Finally, A outputs a guess b′ of b. A’s advantage in this game can be defined as AD VA(1λ) = |2Pr[b = b′] − 1|.

We say that a CP-ABE scheme is IAI-CPA secure w.r.t. auxiliary inputs from Fs and F0 on the condition that AD VA is 
negligible for any PPT attacker A in the above game. We have the following definition:

Definition 3 (IAI-CPA-CP-ABE). If a CP-ABE is CPA secure w.r.t. auxiliary input families Fs and F0, then it is said to be 
improved auxiliary input CPA secure (IAI-CPA).

4. Construction of CP-ABE with improved auxiliary input

4.1. Our construction

The key point for the construction in both the auxiliary input model and improved auxiliary input model is how to 
split the secret key and randomness into m pieces, which is the “hardcore” of the modified Goldreich–Levin theorem. 
The modified Goldreich–Levin theorem states that if the secret key pieces and randomness belong to field G F (q) (q is a 
λ-bit prime), then, the inverter running time is closed to poly(2λ), which cannot be borne by the inverter. Wang et al. 
[43] found that the secret key of Waters’ CP-ABE scheme [31] can be easily split into m pieces, which is also the most 
efficient construction of CP-ABE. Thus, they chose it to construct the CP-ABE scheme in the auxiliary model. The Wang et 
al. scheme keeps the nice features of the Waters scheme, such as the security in the standard model, and static hardness 
assumption basis. Thus, in this work, we design a CP-ABE scheme with an improved auxiliary input based on the Wang 
et al. construction [43]. We let Λ′ = (Setup′, KeyGen′, Encrypt′, Decrypt′) be the Wang et al. scheme, where the encryption 
randomness is in Zm

N , and inner product < τi, si > for i = 1, · · · , m is (εr, negl(λ))-strong extractors in auxiliary input model, 
where vectors τi ∈ {0, 1}l and si ∈ Z

l
N . We can construct a CP-ABE scheme Λ with improved auxiliary input as follows:

Setup(1λ): The Setup algorithm runs (M P K ′, M S K ′) ← Setup′(1λ), and randomly chooses vectors τ1, · · · , τm from {0, 1}l . 
Then, the master public key is M P K = (M P K ′, τ1, · · · , τm), and master secret key is M S K = M S K ′ .

KeyGen(M S K , M P K , S): The KeyGen algorithm takes an attribute set S, and master public/secret key pair (M P K , M S K ) as 
input. It runs

S KS ← KeyGen′(M S K , M P K ,S).

Encrypt(M P K , M, Λ): The Encrypt algorithm takes an LSSS scheme Γ = (A, ρ) for a monotone access policy A2 as input. It 
randomly selects vectors s1, · · · , sm ∈ Z

l
N , and then computes s′

1 = < τ1, s1 >, · · · , s′
m = < τm, sm >. The generated ciphertext 

is

C T = Encrypt′(M P K , M,Γ ; s′
1, · · · , s′

m).

Decrypt(C T , S K , M P K ): It recovers M ← Decrypt′(C T , S K , M P K ).

Theorem 3. If Λ′ is a CPA secure CP-ABE scheme leakage resilient to auxiliary input with respect to the secret key S K , and inner 
product, < τi, si > for i = 1, · · · , m is (εr, negl(λ))-strong extractors in the auxiliary input model, then Λ is a CPA secure CP-ABE 
scheme with improved auxiliary input.

2 A is a l × n matrix, and function ρ maps the rows of A to the attributes.
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Table 1
Performance comparison of CP-ABE schemes.

Schemes [37] [23] [43] Our scheme

Encrypt 2(ξ + 2l)Mu (ξ + 2κ)Mu (2l + m + 1)E (2l + m + 1)E + m · Ip
Decrypt (ξ + 2l + 1)Pr (ξ + 3)Pr (m + 2|I|)Pr (m + 2|I|)Pr
Leakage bound η = 2 + (ξ − 1 − 2�) log p2 η = 2 + (ξ − 1 − 2�) log p2 no no
Leakage model bounded leakage continuous leakage auxiliary input improved auxiliary input

Proof. We denote the randomness used in the challenge ciphertext as s∗
1, · · · , s∗

m . Assuming that Game0 is the CPA se-
curity game of Λ scheme with the auxiliary input, Game1 is the same as Game0, except that s′

1 = < τ1, s∗
1 >, · · · , s′

m =
< τm, s∗

m > are replaced by the random values s′′
1, · · · , s′′

m from ZN , when encrypting the challenge ciphertext C T =
Encrypt′(M P K , M, Γ ; s′′

1, · · · , s′′
m). The attacker, A, creates leakage queries f i(s∗

1), · · · , f i(s∗
m) for both games.

Let AD V Gamei
A

(Λ) denote the advantage that the attacker, A, wins in Gamei . Then, we give a proof by contradiction that 
|AD V Game0

A
(Λ) − AD V Game1

A
(Λ)| is negligible for any PPT attacker, A. We assume that there exists an attacker, A, that can 

make |AD V Game0
A

(Λ) − AD V Game1
A

(Λ)| ≥ εA be a non-negligible probability.
The challenger, C, is given

({τ1, · · · , τm}, {{ f1(s∗
1), · · · , f1(s∗

m)}, · · · , { fq(s∗
1), · · · , fq(s∗

m)}}, {T1, · · · , Tm}),
where T0i = < τi, s∗

i > or T1i = u, which is randomly selected from ZN , for i = 1, · · · , m. Given {{ f1(s∗
1), · · · , f1(s∗

m)}, · · · ,
{ fq(s∗

1), · · · , fq(s∗
m)}}, no PPT attacker can recover at least one of s∗

1, · · · , s∗
m greater than 1 − (1 − εr)

m . Then, C runs 
(M P K , M S K ) ← Setup(1λ) and S K ← KeyGen(M S K , M P K , S). C gives (M P K , τ1, · · · , τm) to the attacker, A, and C can 
answer secret key leakage queries because it has S K . Then, A submits two messages M0 and M1 with the same length 
to C. C randomly chooses a bit b, and returns the challenge ciphertext

C T ∗ = Encrypt(M P K , Mb,Γ ; T1, · · · , Tm)

to A. Finally, A outputs its guess bit b′ , and if b = b′ , then C outputs 1; otherwise, it outputs 0.
Because |AD V Game0

A
(Λ) − AD V Game1

A
(Λ)| ≥ εA , then

AD VC = 1/2|Pr[b = b′|T11, · · · , T1m] + Pr[b �= b′|T01, · · · , T0m] − 1|
= 1/2|Pr[b = b′|T11, · · · , T1m] + (1 − Pr[b = b′|T01, · · · , T0m]) − 1|
= 1/2|Pr[b = b′|T11, · · · , T1m] − Pr[b = b′|T01, · · · , T0m]| ≥ εA/2.

Thus, if εA is non-negligible, then AD VC is also non-negligible, which denotes that C breaks the improved strong ex-
tractors of the modified Goldreich–Levin theorem (Lemma 1). Therefore, Game0 and Game1 cannot be distinguished with 
non-negligible probability.

In Game1, we find that the challenge ciphertext

C T ∗ = Encrypt(M P K , Mb,Γ ; T1, · · · , Tm),

where T1, · · · , Tm are randomly chosen from ZN . Thus, the answers

{{ f1(s∗
1), · · · , f1(s∗

m)}, · · · , { fq(s∗
1), · · · , fq(s∗

m)}}
to the randomness leakage queries will not provide any information of C T ∗ . Then, Game1 is the same CPA secure game of 
the Λ′ scheme. As Λ′ is CPA secure with auxiliary input, we have that AD V Game1

A
is negligible. So, the Λ scheme is CPA 

secure with improved auxiliary input. �
4.2. Performance comparison

In this section, we choose three schemes, e.g., the Lewko et al. scheme [37], Zhang et al. scheme [23], and Wang et 
al. scheme [43], to compare with our scheme in performance. These four schemes are all CP-ABE schemes with leakage 
resiliency. However, the representations of access policy in these schemes are different.

Let P denote the pairing computation cost, E denote the exponent cost, Mu denote the point multiplication, and Ip
denote the inner product. For [37,43], and our scheme, we assume that the LSSS matrix is l ×n. For [37] and [23], we denote 
the leakage parameter as ξ , the allowable leakage probability as � , and the leakage bound (secret key) as η. For [23], let κ
denote the number of minimal sets. In decryption, we only evaluate the computational costs of pairing, because the cost of 
the pairing operation is significantly heavier than other operations.

From Table 1, we can conclude that the computational cost of the two schemes in the bound leakage and continuous 
leakage models are primarily dependent on the leakage parameter ξ , while the computational cost of the Wang et al. scheme 
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Fig. 2. Performance of encryption on MacBook.

Fig. 3. Performance of encryption on Edison.

and our scheme are primarily dependent on m, which is the number of pieces, and these two schemes with auxiliary input 
have no leakage bound. Compared with the Wang et al. scheme [43], although there are added m inner products in the 
encryption of our scheme, our scheme can capture leakage, both from the secret key and randomness (improved auxiliary 
input model).

To test the performance of our CP-ABE scheme, we implemented our scheme on two platforms as shown in Figs. 2–4. 
The first platform is a MacBook Pro with Intel core i5 CPU (2.5 GHz). The second is an Edison platform with a dual-core, 
dual-threaded Intel Atom CPU at 500 MHz. The Edison platform is designed to rapidly prototype IoT products. In big data 
applications, data are usually generated and encrypted by constrained resource devices like IoT devices. Thus, we test the 
encryption time of our scheme on the Intel Edison development platform as shown in Fig. 3. We implemented our CP-ABE 
scheme in C by using the pairing based cryptography (PBC) library [44], and the Type-A curves that offer the highest 
efficiency among all types of curves. We let m = 80, then, the probability of hard to invert is about 280.

In big data applications, the decryption algorithm is usually executed by powerful devices, such as cloud servers. Thus, 
we only tested it on the MacBook Pro as shown in Fig. 4.

5. Construction of KP-ABE with improved auxiliary input

In [43], Wang et al. also proposed a KP-ABE scheme with auxiliary input, let Ξ ′ = (Setup′, KeyGen′, Encrypt′, Decrypt′)
denote the Wang et al. KP-ABE scheme, where the encryption randomness is in Zm

N . Let D = {C1, · · · , Cn} be a monotone 
access structure, and all Ci s are authorized attribute sets. We can construct a KP-ABE scheme Ξ with improved auxiliary 
input as follows:

Setup(1λ): The Setup algorithm runs (M P K ′, M S K ′) ← Setup′(1λ), and randomly chooses vectors r1, · · · , rm from {0, 1}l . 
Then, the master public key is M P K = (M P K ′, r1, · · · , rm), and master secret key is M S K = M S K ′ .
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Fig. 4. Performance of decryption on MacBook.

KeyGen(M S K , M P K , D): The KeyGen algorithm takes a monotone access structure D, and master public/secret key pair 
(M P K , M S K ) as input. It runs

S KS ← KeyGen′(M S K , M P K ,D).

Encrypt(M P K , M, C): The Encrypt algorithm takes an attribute set C, a message M and master public key M P K as input. It 
randomly selects vectors s1, · · · , sm ∈ Z

l
N , and then computes s′

1 = < r1, s1 >, · · · , s′
m = < rm, sm >. The generated ciphertext 

is

C T = Encrypt′(M P K , M,C; s′
1, · · · , s′

m).

Decrypt(C T , S K , M P K ): It recovers M ← Decrypt′(C T , S K , M P K ).

Theorem 4. If Ξ ′ is a CPA secure KP-ABE scheme leakage resilient to auxiliary input with respect to secret key S K , and inner product 
< ri, si > for i = 1, · · · , m is (εr, negl(λ))-strong extractors in the auxiliary input model, then Ξ is a CPA secure CP-ABE scheme with 
improved auxiliary input.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we also denote the randomness used in the challenge ciphertext as s∗
1, · · · , s∗

m . 
Assuming that Game0 is the CPA security game of Λ scheme with auxiliary input, Game1 is the same as Game0 except that 
s′

1, · · · , s′
m are replaced by the random values s′′

1, · · · , s′′
m from ZN , when encrypting the challenge ciphertext. The attacker, 

A, creates leakage queries f i(s∗
1), · · · , f i(s∗

m) for both games.

Let AD V Gamei
A

(Λ) denote the advantage that the attacker, A, wins in Gamei . Because an improved strong extractor has 
been used in our construction, we can prove that |AD V Game0

A
(Λ) − AD V Game1

A
(Λ)| is negligible for any PPT attacker A. 

First, we assume that there exists an attacker, A, that can make |AD V Game0
A

(Λ) − AD V Game1
A

(Λ)| ≥ εA be a non-negligible 
probability.

Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, the challenger, C, is also given

({τ1, · · · , τm}, {{ f1(s∗
1), · · · , f1(s∗

m)}, · · · , { fq(s∗
1), · · · , fq(s∗

m)}}, {T1, · · · , Tm}),
where T0i = < τi, s∗

i > or T1i = u, which is a random value from ZN , for i = 1, · · · , m. No PPT attacker can recover 
at least one of s∗

1, · · · , s∗
m greater than 1 − (1 − εr)

m owing to the improved strong extractor property. Then, C runs 
(M P K , M S K ) ← Setup(1λ) and S K ← KeyGen(M S K , M P K , S). C can answer the secret key leakage queries because it 
has S K . Finally, A submits two messages M0 and M1 with the same length to C, and C returns the challenge ciphertext

C T ∗ = Encrypt(M P K , Mb,C; T1, · · · , Tm)

to A, where b is a random bit. Finally, A outputs its guess bit b′ , and if b = b′ , then C outputs 1; otherwise, it outputs 0. 
Because |AD V Game0

A
(Λ) − AD V Game1

A
(Λ)| ≥ εA , we easily have that AD VC ≥ εA/2. Thus, if εA is non-negligible, then AD VC

is also non-negligible, which denotes that C breaks the property of improved strong extractors. Therefore, Game0 and Game1
cannot be distinguished with non-negligible probability.

In Game1, all the elements in the challenge ciphertext C T ∗ are randomly chosen from ZN . Thus, the answers to the 
leakage queries will not provide any information of C T ∗ . Then, Game1 is the same CPA secure game of the Ξ ′ scheme. Thus, 
the Ξ scheme is also CPA secure with improved auxiliary input. �
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Moreover, we tested the encryption time of our KP-ABE scheme on MacBook Pro and Edison platform, and the result is 
similar to the CP-ABE scheme.

6. Conclusion

Access control is a significant security and privacy challenge in big data security, and ABE is a good cryptographic tool for 
access control in many scenarios of open networks, such as cloud incident handling, wireless sensor networks, etc. However, 
when ABE is deployed in big data applications, there are practical threats for both data owner and user. For example, the 
data user’s (decryptor) secret key may be leaked by the side channel attacks, while the randomness used by the data owner 
(encryptor) can also be leaked owing to a PRNG weakness. However, existing leakage resilient ABE schemes only capture 
the leakage from the decryptor, and thus, designing a leakage resilient ABE scheme to capture the leakage from both sides 
remains an open problem. In this paper, we tackle this problem by proposing a security model of leakage resilient ABE with 
improved auxiliary input, which allows the attacker to make more leakage queries after seeing the challenge ciphertext. 
Then, we propose a concrete CP-ABE scheme and KP-ABE scheme with improved auxiliary input based on the Wang et al. 
construction. From the theoretical analysis and experimental result, our schemes are good secure solutions for the volume 
and velocity of big data. Furthermore, we propose an improved strong extractor from the modified Goldreich–Levin theorem 
for the security proof, and we prove that our schemes are CPA secure under the security of the Wang et al. construction. 
Because the encryption is usually executed by devices with constrained resources in big data applications, improving the 
efficiency of the encryption algorithm in our schemes is an interesting research direction in the future.
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